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� Centre of competence for multidisciplinary research on climate change

� Copernicus Marine Environment Service, Mediterranean Monitoring and Forecasting Centre; 

Copernicus Seasonal forecast 

� Focal point of the Intergovernmental panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

� European Topic Centre on Climate Change impacts, vulnerability and adaptation and on 

inland, coastal and marine waters of the European Environment Agency 

� Coordinating entity for the Italian National Climate Adaptation Strategy and Plan

Euro-Mediterranean Centre on Climate Change

research & innovation - policy & cooperation
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Keep in mind that 

• climate services are a special type of knowledge-

intensive (business) services, this is relevant for 

assessing the benefits they offer,

• evaluation of users’ monetary benefits from 

climate services is important, but so is the 

understanding of (non-monetary) values and 

drives for diffusion and adoption of services,

• ways to create value by targeted use of climate 

information, hand in hand with innovative ways to 

capture and detain this value characterize climate 

innovation. 

Outline and some key messages 

Outline of my talk 

• Climate services and climate innovation 

– what makes the assessment different 

• What methods and tools,

• CLARA methods and some examples
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Climate innovation and piloted climate 

services produce action-oriented 

knowledge that rally transformational 

change 

• spurred by multilateral frameworks such as UN 

Sustainable Development Agenda, Sendai 

Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction, and 

UNFCCC Paris Agreement on Climate Change.

Climate services are knowledge-intensive 

business services 

• advanced technological and professional 

knowledge; both users and purveyors play a vital 

role in co-designing and co-producing the service 

solutions

On climate services 

Instead of a definition

• Historic climate records, catalogues of extreme

events, reanalyses, forecasts, projections and

indices used in outlooks, early warnings,

vulnerability and risk assessments, monitoring

and reporting schemes, and financial protection

instruments ….

• …. enable higher agricultural productivity, more

efficient use and allocation of water, greater

financial security and returns on investments,

more reliable access to and production of

renewable energy, and more effective protection

of vulnerable communities and ecosystems.
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Climate services generate private and 

collective benefits. 

� Private benefits materialise through cost 

reduction, increased yields and incomes, better-

informed planning and protection against 

unforeseen events, and potential of new entre-

preneurial ventures. 

� Collective benefits are embedded in greater 

water, energy and food security; enhanced 

resilience, adaptive capacity, and innovation-

prone policy and business environments..

On climate services (II)

Collective benefits are sizeable after a

critical mass of uptake/use of services was

reached.

� Irrigation services for example may lead to

greater on-farm water-use efficiency but if water

tariffs are low or insensitive to actual water

consumption, farmers gain little from a change.

Collective benefits from adoption of irrigation

services at large scale are sizeable both in terms

of higher reliability of water supply as well as the

possibility to allocate the conserved water to new

users.
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Costs of user-deployed climate services is 

not limited to the price paid for their 

provision. 

� Users’ capacity to assimilate climate knowledge 

for operational management and strategic 

choices are associated with substantial costs 

related to business and operational reorgani-

sation, capacity building and knowledge 

management, above and beyond the price of 

climate services. 

On climate services (III)

� Strategic knowledge management positively

influences innovation and performance but many

organisations are not fully aware of the imply-

cations.

� The initial costs are progressively lowered and

outpaced by benefits obtained from custom-built

climate service.
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Sustainable business innovation has 

prompted a diversity of mechanisms to 

capture and detain value generated by 

climate services. 

• full potential of business model innovation 

has yet to be exploited and the market 

growth will depend on the ability to harness 

this innovation.

• innovation in business model as a means of 

creating value is a new field of innovation 

research and practice. Therein, financial 

models addressing revenue flows and 

distribution of economic costs and benefits 

are fundamental for business viability

Value proposition

how a company creates, 

delivers and captures value
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Overview of other studies

Economic Valuation of Climate Services 

Working Group of the Climate Services 

Partnership (CSP)

• Set up to demonstrate the benefits of climate 

services and help providers prioritize opportu-

nities for expanding their use. 

• 2013: The Value of Climate Services across 

Economic Boundaries: A Review of Relevant 

Literature,

• 2015 - Valuing Weather and Climate: Economic 

Assessment of Meteorological and Hydrological 

Services

https://bit.ly/2Ctevp8
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Overview of other studies

Clements et al, 2013: 139 primary studies with 

agriculture as dominant field – rainfed and irrigated 

agriculture, to lesser extent water resources 

management, transportation and tourism, in US and 

elsewhere.

Tall et al, 2018: overview of quantitative and 

qualitative methods and review of past studies for 

agriculture. Mjelde et al, 1989, WMO 2002 (earlier 

review of methodological aspects). 

Vogel et al, 2014 example of Caribbean 

Agrometeorological Initiative - provision of climate 

services including quality, distribution and uptake of 

information. Li et al, 2017, Soares et al, 2018, ….
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� Monetary methods

• informed and evidence-based policy and 

decision making; 

• value proposition for new or enhanced 

services as a part of business model, 

• pricing & charging for services, financial 

viability,

• Informing investments and justifying public 

delivery of climate services,  

Methods

� Non-monetary methods

• ability of users and organisations to access, 

understand/assimilate, and apply 

operational services, including users’ 

satisfaction and usability, 

• explain or evaluate assumptions related to 

(intended or actual) human behaviour,

• factors driving innovation, technology 

adoption and diffusion, and studies related 

to sustainable business models.  

� important for understanding decision 

contexts for which service is provided and 

employed.
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� Econometric models explore the effects of 

independent variables (e.g. yield, losses) on a 

series of dependent variables (i.e. employment of 

climate services). E.g.: Anaman et al. (2000) 

analyzed the effect of weather forecasts on fuel 

expenditure of Qantas Airways. 

� Avoided costs/damages approaches estimate 

the costs that would have been incurred in the 

absence of a particular climate service.  E.g. Frei 

et al. (2014) found that the use of meteorological 

services by the transportation sector in 

Switzerland would result in US$ 56.1 million to 

US$ 60.1 million in avoided governmental 

spending.

Methods (II)

� Decision theory. It describes how the decisions 

process is influenced by “new” information and 

how the outcomes (payoffs) would change 

accordingly. Ex. Meza and Wilks (2004) 

estimated the value of optimal sea-surface 

temperature anomaly forecasts for fertilizer 

management in Chile.

� Economic modeling, partial and general 

equilibrium models. Improved description of the 

economic context, that in the case of general 

equilibrium models accounts for all the feedback 

across sectors and countries.
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Excurse

� Loss exceedance probability (EP) is probability of 

exceeding given damage/loss threshold in one 

year. E.g. loss 8 billion represents the 99 

percentile of the annual damage/loss distribution. 

The probability of exceeding 8 billion in one year 

is 1%.

� Expected annual damage (EAD) and loss (EAL) 

is  a mean value of a damage/loss exceedance 

probability (EP) distribution; the expected loss per 

year.

Return period 2510100 50

250

500
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� Non-market valuation techniques have also 

been used to assign monetary values to climate 

services, including revealed-preference and 

stated-preference methods when market 

evaluation are missing. 

� Benefits transfer. It is used when no information 

on a specific location, area, context are available. 

It applies results of existing valuation studies and 

transfers them to the new context (e.g. a different 

geographic area or policy situation) through a 

process of “rescaling”. 

Methods (III)
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Climate forecasts enabled knowledge services

• builds upon the operational climate forecasts 

(seasonal to decadal) and projections of the 

Copernicus Climate Change Services, 

• closely engages some of the new Sectoral 

Information Systems (SIS),

• includes experienced purveyors (small-

medium sized enterprises, SMEs) and public 

agencies (PAs) with good record in 

innovation and climate service provision.  

CLARA
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CLARA – 14 services in 5 GFCS priority areas
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Background

� based on decision theory and ‘value of 

information’, 

� estimated value is subjective, related to a user –

his/her decision/action space and counterfactual 

information used,

� does not reflect the costs of service assimilation 

and organisational adaptation; hence reflect the 

max benefit obtained in the specific situation,

� no spin-off effects on behaviour of other agents is 

considered, 

CLARA method

CS Value for a user = 

difference of monetized outcome (payoffs) of 

a decision (path) made with and without

the knowledge obtained form the climate 

service in question.

expected outcome from an service-assisted 

decision compared to the expected outcome 

of the decision without the service
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Time 

(year, 

month

day…)

Prediction of a given 

climate variable by 

climate service

Prediction 

…..

according to an 

alternative source

Effective realizations

….

future-observed value  
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4

5

…

…

n

…

…

N

+ Users’ decision path based 
on information received

+ Payoffs 
(those related to when the 
information pinpoints «a» 
and user acts accordingly 
and «a» actually occurs, but 
also to when the information 
pinpoints «a» and user acts 
accordingly but «b» occurs)
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Objective of the service

Management of small hydropower plants in which operation feasibility is subjected to the run-off-river flow 

depending on a high variability in precipitation and snow cover.

Actions

Set turbine level according to next month river flow � River flow level � directly related to the amount of 

energy that can be produced

Payoff

Score ranging from 0 to 10 based upon the amount of energy effectively produced

«States of the world»: 4 different states according to the water flow level:   (1) U (flow above 1.5 m3/s ), (2) 

M (flow between 1-1.5 m3/s), L (flow between 0.3-1 m3/s), D (flow below 0.3 m3/s)

Evaluation: compare the payoff (amount of energy) that could have been produced using as a predictor of 

river flow level in the period 2010-2014 the historical monthly realizations in hydraulic years 2000-

2010;against what could have been produced knowing exactly what occurred.

SHYMAT service evaluation
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SHYMAT service evaluation (1 year example)

Time series of monthly realizations in the hydraulic year 2010-2011

Monthly 

payoffs
U M L D

"U" 10 5 3.5 1

"M" 0 5 3.5 1

"L" 0 0 3.5 1

"D" 0 0 0 1

Monthly payoffs according to prediction and action 

SeptemberD D

October D D

November D D

December L D

January D D

February L M

March D D

April M U

May D D

June M U

July D D

August D D

Forecasts based on 

historic experience

Effective realization based 

on ideal SHYMAT
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Monthly value of the information

Monthly payoff based on historic

information

Monthly payoff based on ideal

SHYMAT

Monthly SHYMAT value in the hydraulic year 2010-2011 

Outcomes: 

Information value is the vertical difference between blue and 

orange lines

Total gain:  13.56; monthly average gain: 1.13
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SHYMAT service evaluation (4 year example)
Month Forecasts based on 

historic experience

Effective realization 

in 2010-2014

Year 2012-13

September D D

October D D

November D D

December D L

January L L

February L L

March L M

April M U

May M L

June M D

July L D

August D D

Year 2013-14

September D D

October D D

November D D

December D D

January L D

February L D

March L M

April M U

May U U

June M U

July L M

August D D

Time series of monthly realizations in the hydraulic years 2010-
2014

Monthly 

payoffs
U M L D

"U" 10 5 3.5 1

"M" 0 5 3.5 1

"L" 0 0 3.5 1

"D" 0 0 0 1

Monthly payoffs according to prediction and action 

Month Forecasts based on 

historic experience

Effective realization 

in 2010-2014

Year 2010-11

September D D

October D D

November D D

December D D

January L D

February L D

March L D

April L L

May M M

June M L

July L D

August D D

Year 2011-12

September D D

October D D

November D D

December D D

January L D

February L D

March L L

April M L

May M M

June M L

July L D

August D D
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Results: 

Using hystorical experience as forecasting method will produce 

on a yearly basis a payoff that is 32% to 43% lower than the 

payoff a 100% skill SHYMAT service would produce (4-year 

average 37%)

SHYMAT service evaluation (4 year example)

Yearly SHYMAT value and payoffs for the hydraulic years 2010-
2014
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Monthly value of the information Average monthly payoff

Seasonal SHYMAT value for the hydraulic years 2010-2014
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Average yearly value of information

Yearly payoff based on historic information

Yearly payoff based on ideal SHYMAT

Average Yearly value (on 4 years)

Comments:

In our controlled situation («we know the future») we could also

see when the service is «most useful» or produces the most

valuable information (always wrt the alternative): the highest

values are in spring- early summer seasons; while they ar lower

in fall/winter
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Original probability tree: the nature 

decides the states of the world with 

associated probabilities, but according to 

the informative set the predictor could 

mistake. 

SHYMAT service: theoretical methodology
Original tree 0.33 "U" 0.08

0.67 "M" 0.17

0.25 U

0    "L" 0.00

0    "D" 0.00

0    "U" 0.00

0    "M" 0.00

0.08 M

1    "L" 0.08

Nature

0    "D" 0.00

0    "U" 0.00

0.00 "M" 0.00

0.25 L

1.00 "L" 0.25

0.00 "D" 0.00

0    "U" 0.00

0    "M" 0.00

0.42 D

0.40 "L" 0.17

0.60 "D" 0.25

1U 0.08

Flipped 

tree

(probabilities only) 0M 0.00

0.08"U"

0L 0.00

0D 0.00

1U 0.17

0M 0.00

0.17"M"

0L 0.00

historic 

experience says…

0D 0.00

0U 0.00

0.166667M 0.08

0.50"L"

0.5L 0.25

0.333333D 0.17

0U 0.00

0M 0.00

0.25"D"

0L 0.00

1D 0.25

Flipped probability tree: here we reverse the point of 

view, given the predictor ability of forecasting states of 

the world we associate a probability to each state of the 

world is really happening

1 U

10

0 M

0

A(U)

EV(A(U)) 0 L

10.00 0

0 D

0

1 U

5

0 M

5

A(M)

EV(A(M))

5.00 0 L 0

decision tree

(with payoff) 0 D 0

0.08 "U"

1 U 3.5

EV("U")

10.00 0 M 3.5

A(L)

EV(A(L))

3.50 0 L 3.5

0 D 0

1 U 1

0 M 1

A(D)

EV(A(D))

1.00 0 L 1

0 D 1

1 U

10

0 M

0

A(U)

EV(A(U)) 0 L

10.00 0

0 D

0

1 U

5

0 M

5

A(M)

EV(A(M)

5.00 0 L 0

0.17 "M" 0 D 0

EV("M") 1 U 3.5

5.00

0 M 3.5

A(L)

EV(A(L))

3.50 0 L 3.5

0 D 0

1 U

1

0 M

1

A(D)

EV(A(D))

historic EV= 3.08 1.00 0 L 1

0 D 1

0 U 10

0.17 M 0

A(U)

EV(A(U))

0.00 0.50 L 0

0.33 D 0

0 U 5

0.17 M 5

A(M)

EV(A(M))

0.83 0.50 L 0

0.50 "L" 0.33 D 0

EV("L") 0 U 3.5

2.33

0.17 M 3.5

A(L)

EV(A(L)) 0.50 L 3.5

2.33

0.33 D 0

0 U 1

0.17 M 1

A(D)

EV(A(D)) 0.50 L 1

1.00

0.33 D 1

0 U 10

0 M 0

A(U)

EV(A(U))

0.00 0 L 0

1 D 0

0 U 5

0 M 5

A(M)

EV(A(M))

0.00 0 L 0

1 D 0

0.25 "D"

0 U 3.5

EV("D")

1.00 0 M 3.5

A(L)

EV(A(L))

0.00 0 L 3.5

1 D 0

0 U 1

0 M 1

A(D)

EV(A(D))

1.00 0 L 1

1 D 1

Complete decisioon 

tree: it is as the 

flipped probability tree 

but in each decision 

node there is the 

associated payoff.
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Climate-proof Irrigation Strategy tool

Final indicator of the climate service Wetness1 (mm/10 days of water availability)

State of the world «WATER DEFICIT» (Wetness1 <40mm/10 days cumulative) NO WATER DEFICIT (Wetness1 
>40mm/10 days cumulative)

Scenarios

BaU:
RCP:
Time/scale:
Climate modelling exercises:

Hydrological models

Present decadal value of water availability
RCP8.5; RCP4.5; RCP2.6
2030; 2050; 2080
CSC_REMO2009_MPI-ESM-LR, IPSL_WRF33_CM5A, KNMI_RACMO22E_EC-EARTH, 
SMHI_RCA4_EC-EARTH, SMHI_RCA4_HadGEM2-ES
LISFLOOD, E-Hype21, VIC421

Climate service output Probability of water deficit: number of climate model-hydrological model combinations giving 
Wetness1<-40mm per RCP

Payoff Expected production loss associated to «WATER DEFICIT» occurrence , (30% loss in production)
Million euro (percentage referred to 2016 production values)

Actions

Choose the most appropriate irrigation strategy Action affects the coefficient of water availability directly

An action is translated in a change of: Probability of Wetness1 < -40mm

The Climate-proof Irrigation Strategy tool delivers an indicator that, based on expected precipitation, 
evaporation, and crop irrigation needs, assesses water stress in three selected years under different 
climate change scenarios. 
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Data
Selected crop: HORTICULTURAL CROPS in the Castiglione 

district Italy

Basic values: - Area (ha) 929

- Production loss (€million) in the case of water 

deficit (referred to 2016 production value:  6.41)

1.92

Actions: - Sprinkler irrigation (today irrigation system)

- Drip irrigation

- Sub irrigation

Unitary costs (€/ha) Total costs (€million)

Sprinkler irrigation (Act1)
600 0.56

Drip irrigation (Act2)
900 0.84

Sub irrigation (Act3)
1200 1.11

Sprinkler irrigation 

(Act1)

Drip irrigation 

(Act2)

Sub irrigation 

(Act3)

Water deficit -(1.92+0.56)= -2.48 -(1.92+0.84)= -2.76 -(1.92+1.11)= -

3.03

No water deficit -0.56 -0.84 -1.11
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Uncertainty

Uncertainty in 

BaU:

How many combinations of hydrological

models- climate modelling exercises

forecast «WATER DEFICIT» if water

availability is at today level according to

each irrigation option in each year

BaU Sprinkler irrigation 

(Act1)

Drip irrigation (Act2) Sub irrigation (Act3)

2020 1 0 0

2050 1 0 0

2080 1 0 0

Uncertainty in 

RCPs:

How many combinations of hydrological

models- climate modelling exercises

forecast «WATER DEFICIT» if water

availability changes according each

climate scenario to each irrigation option

in each year

RCP8.5 Sprinkler irrigation 

(Act1)

Drip irrigation (Act2) Sub irrigation (Act3)

2020 1 0.66 0.08

2050 1 0.73 0.36

2080 1 1 1

RCP4.5 Sprinkler irrigation 

(Act1)

Drip irrigation (Act2) Sub irrigation (Act3)

2020 1 0.53 0.40

2050 1 0.73 0.40

2080 0.80 0.66 0.47

RCP2.6 Sprinkler irrigation 

(Act1)

Drip irrigation (Act2) Sub irrigation (Act3)

2020 1 0.66 0.67

2050 1 0.50 0.17

2080 1 0 0
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Steps in the evaluation process:

o Evaluation of Expected Monetary Values in BaU for each year;

� Choice of the irrigation system minimizing Expected Losses in BaU.

o Evaluation of Expected Monetary Values in each RCP for each year;

� Choice of the irrigation system minimizing Expected Losses in each RCP for each year.

o Comparison of expected losses;

� The difference is the value of the climate service information.

Evaluation
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Results

1 2 3

Sprinkler irrigation (Act1) Drip irrigation (Act2) Sub irrigation (Act3)

A

B
a

U

2020 -2.48 -0.84 -1.11

2050 -2.48 -0.84 -1.11

2080 -2.48 -0.84 -1.11

Sprinkler irrigation (Act1) Drip irrigation (Act2) Sub irrigation (Act3)

B

R
C

P
8

.5 2020 -2.48 -2.11 -1.26

2050 -2.48 -2.24 -1.80

2080 -2.48 -2.76 -3.03

Sprinkler irrigation (Act1) Drip irrigation (Act2) Sub irrigation (Act3)

C

R
C

P
4

.5 2020 -2.48 -1.86 -1.88

2050 -2.48 -2.24 -1.88

2080 -2.10 -2.11 -2.01

Sprinkler irrigation (Act1) Drip irrigation (Act2) Sub irrigation (Act3)

D

R
C

P
2

.6 2020 -2.48 -2.11 -2.39

2050 -2.48 -1.77 -1.44

2080 -2.48 -0.84 -1.11

Expected lossess (€ millions ) adopting different irrigation systems in different years and RCPs
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Results

RCP8.5 RCP4.5 RCP2.6

2030 2050 2080 2030 2050 2080 2030 2050 2080

Climate service 

value

0.85 0.44 0.27 0 0.36 0.1 0 0. 33 0

RCP8.5 RCP4.5 RCP2.6

Climate service value 1.57 0.46 0.33

Value of the service (€ millions ) in different years and RCPs

Value of the service (€ millions ) per RCPs
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Thank you for your attention.

Contact e-mail: jaroslav.mysiak@cmcc.it, francesco.bosello@cmcc.it, 

elisa.delpiazzo@cmcc.it

The CLARA  project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020

research and innovation programme under the Grant Agreement No 730482.


